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Accounting standards may improve the quality of accounting information through 
restricting the discretion in accounting information system. It is mainly related to the 
field of accrual earnings management and belongs to corporate’ financial process. 
Besides accrual earnings management, there is another means of earnings 
management called real earnings management, which manipulates the level of 
corporate earnings through transactions or events arrangement, i.e. business 
restructure. These transactions or events belong to corporate’ business operation 
processes and are less governed by accounting standards but more governed by law or 
other contractual arrangements (commercial contracts, etc). Both above two earnings 
management reduce the quality of accounting information. With the trade-off of firms 
experienced on risk and return in different institutional environment, earnings 
management behaviors transfer between ‘discretion’ and ‘transactions or events 
management’. 
 
This study has all listed companies in Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen Stock 
Exchange in China from the year 2002 to 2011 as sample, and partition the sample 
interval according to the implementation time of the Accounting Standards for 
Business Enterprises 2006 which has the nature of achieving substantial convergence 
with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), and empirically tests on 
types of firms’ earnings management behaviors during the implementation of new 
accounting standards. The result shows that: (1) the new accounting standards further 
limit the space for accrual management, to some extent, which affirms the 
achievement reached from China's 10-year reforms of accounting standards dominant 
by convergence with IFRS; (2) after the implementation of new accounting standards, 
China's listed firms tend to use real earnings management to manipulate the level of 
earnings. However, a further partition test provides further evidence: after the year 
2009, accrual earnings management behaviors dominant again, on one hand, it is 
















makes carrying out real earnings management difficult, on other hand, it is because 
that space available for real earnings management is probably gradually exhausted in 
the year 2007 and 2008. For capital market motivation or contractual motivation, 
firms begin gradually expanding the space for accrual earnings management. 
According to above deduction, it is supposed that accounting information quality is 
not only related to the institutional environment (including accounting standards for 
business enterprises and other institutional and contractual arrangements), but also 
relevant to some non-institutional elements such as the economic environment. 
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